
The London Evening Standard is the only quality free daily newspaper in the UK. 
An iconic London brand, the Standard’s paper, website and apps keep the capital up-to-date on the 
latest news, business, sport, features and entertainment. 

Edited by George Osborne, the Evening Standard is famous for its campaigning to improve life in the 
capital, previous campaigns include the Dispossessed Campaign to tackle poverty and inequality and 
Get London Reading, a campaign to raise literacy levels for children in the capital. 

As well as the main paper the London Evening Standard also publishes platforms dedicated to 
property and luxury living in the capital. Every Wednesday Homes & Property provides a reliable, 
intelligent and stylish treatment of all aspects of the London property market. Expert writers guide 
readers through the hidden gems of our capital’s streets, gathering the latest news on new homes, 
property hotspots, investment opportunities as well as a heads-up on the must-have designs for both 
the home and the garden. Practical yet aspirational, this premier guide has become the ideal house 
hunting partner for discerning Londoners. 

Dedicated to London glamour, fashion and beauty, ES Magazine is available Thursdays and Fridays 
with the Evening Standard. Six Deluxe editions of ES Magazine are published throughout the year for 
Londoners with a taste for high fashion and luxury goods.

Every day of the working week the Evening Standard allows you, the advertiser, to reach a 
highly desirable affluent audience who are 38% more likely than the average Londoner to agree 
strongly with the statement ‘advertising helps me decide what to buy’.

Source: NRS  Jan - June 2017  National/London ITV. TGI April 16 - March 17 London ITV. ABC May 2016.

Editorial features in the London Evening Standard 
Every day:    News, Business, Londoner’s Diary, International, Arts and Sport

Monday:    Travel, Trends

Tuesday:    Fashion, Style & Sex

Wednesday:    Health & Beauty, Homes & Property

Thursday:  Motors

Friday:    Films & Music, Theatre, Travel, ES Magazine

The Evening Standard reaches more upmarket Londoners  
than any paid for national newspaper

For more information and to advertise call: 020 79 38 38 38

Audience Profile

Distribution: 895,758

Readership:  1,551,000

London ITV: 1,413,000

Male/Female: 60/40%

 Every day in London the  
 Evening Standard reaches: 

• 568,000 AB Adults 
More than any paid for  
national newspaper

• 930,000 ABC1 Adults 
More than any paid for  
national newspaper

• 642,000 18 - 44 working F/T 
More than any paid 
for national newspaper

• 422,000 Adults who agree 
with the statement ‘advertising 
helps me choose what I buy’ 
More than any paid  
for national newspaper 

west end finalThursday 19 October 2017        free        standard.co.uk

our heroes
A DOZEN “everyday heroes” who showed 
exceptional courage, calm and compassion 
when terror and disaster brought havoc to the 
capital this year have topped the Standard’s 
“Progress 1000” list celebrating the talent of 
London.

The 12 men and women were honoured as joint 
winners of a title normally handed to a single 
influential public figure, in recognition of their 
remarkable efforts in extreme adversity. They 

were chosen not just for their individual actions 
but also as representatives of all those who ran 
towards the danger, or made huge life-saving 

contributions, during and after the attacks at 
Westminster Bridge, London Bridge and Fins-
bury Park, and the Grenfell Tower fire.

Our panel of editors, critics and experts com-
piling the annual line-up judged that the group 
stood out over any one individual in a year in 
which Londoners came together to ensure its 
community spirit was not cowed by those who 
wish to tear our city apart. Evening Standard 
editor George Osborne said the 12 chosen for 

Jonathan Prynn and Naomi Ackerman ordinary men 
and women who 
showed courage 
beyond belief
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London’s best property search news: homesandproperty.co.uk
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James
Franco

MEN’S EDITION

Porn, politics and trying to grow up
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The style
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man should
be without
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